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On 16th August 2022, HR Club –YUKTHI organized an event titled ‘Pop to Resolve’, for the members 

of the HR Club from 3:00 PM- 4:45 PM in Building No. 13 Room no. 508. Pop to resolve was an 

individual student based activity. The organisers began with a brief introduction of the rules and 

regulations. that the individual participant had to follow. Every participant was randomly assigned 

numbers commencing from 1 to 13. Based on the number allotted they were called to participate for 

the event. The activity began with the candidate first choosing the Balloon later to pick that Balloon of 

his/her choice and was told to pop the balloon. Inside every Balloon there were two chits, one chit 

having one HR Based question which the student had to answer and the second chit had a situation 

pertaining to a HR problem faced by an organization or Employee, the student had assume himself/ 

herself  as a HR Manager then analyse the situation and later find a solution to the problem .  

Judges assessed the participant based on their spontaneity Confidence and uniqueness. A total of  6 

minutes was given to the participant 1 minute to answer the HR Question  and 2 minutes to analyse the 

situation and two minutes to speak on the solution and one minute for question and answer . The 

objective of this event was to test the students presence of mind, their knowledge of current affairs and   

HR concept . 
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